
January 2019 Coaches Call



Topics

• 3D – Lead arm shoulder in transition – lift, lag, shallow

• Anatomy – Ankle/Foot coupled movements

• Coaches Questions/Swing Discussions
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Foot and Ankle Anatomy



























Excess Pronation

1. Calcaneus Eversion
2. Internal Tibial 

rotation
3. Flattening of arch
4. Excess weight on 1st

meta tarsal





Biggest issues I have are hitting the ball fat/thin and hitting off the toe. I constantly struggle 
with finding a consistent bottom of the swing, and when I do, the contact is always off the toe. 
My typically ball flight is a big hook, so I’m assuming the swing path is from the in to out. When I 
do rarely get solid contact, I do hit a 2-3 yard tight draw - which is my preferred ball flight from 
my good playing days. Even swings with ball on the tee are off the toe hits with big hooks with 
ball flight starting at or slightly right of target and then hooking left or a big push if I try to not let 
the face close at impact.

I tried to fix the toe issue by standing closer to the ball, which hasn’t helped - the stance now 
seems to be fine. I have tried to fix the issue by swinging left, and try to get more OTT - basically 
my cut swing, trying to get the club head more in front of my hands on the downswing. But that 
quickly results in pull hooks to pull slices. I tried to fix hitting off the toe issue by putting a tee 
outside of the ball and try to knock the tee out, but it makes my transition too quick and I end 
up throwing the club well behind the ball.

The fat/thin and off the toe contact issues are obviously exaggerated on the course which makes 
for a not so enjoyable experience, especially when I’ve played somewhat decent golf before.

All of these issues probably result in too many things to think about while playing, I’m sure that’s 
not helpful. In the past, I’ve always been able to swing at my best with one or two simple swing 
thoughts.
My hope is to find consistent contact, and would love to be able to play my best golf again. I’m 
100% committed and wiling to put in the work. Let me know if you can think of fixes I should try 
or any particular videos I should watch on your site, prior to our lesson.
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Robbie

• Attached is a video of one of my students very early on in our time 
working together. I am curious where you would likely take this golfer. 
Since, we have worked diligently on trying to delay the positive out of 
plane shaft rotation by getting the sweet spot above the hands path 
for longer in the backswing as well as earlier downswing ulnar 
deviation in the lead wrist. His swing direction has moved from -10 to 
zero, but he struggles with low point being too far back at times. 
What are your thoughts?





Robbie
1. What are your thoughts on McClean’s elimination theory for introducing 

new motor patterns (starting complex and working backwards; 
eliminating the shot intention, the ball, the club etc.) and how that 
relates to the four stages of awareness?

2. For golfers who don’t/can’t side bend and rotate, how do you help them 
decide what ball flight they should play? I find for most a fade is often 
better for irons but trying to manage the path with the driver gets tricky. 
What do you prioritize?

3. What are some of your favorite drills for keeping the mass above the 
hands in the takeaway and during the setting phase? I have several 
juniors who struggle to manage it when the shaft pitch gets much flatter 
than the original shaft “plane” in the backswing.



Jon
1. In your opinion what does using the big muscles in the swing mean ?

2. What moves first in the backswing , besides there being a slight pressure shift 
forward to start is it the club , the lead hand or the lead shoulder ?

3. What moves the hands on the proper arc on the backswing ?

4. Can you further explain the back 45 downswing move ? Is it a diagonal shift of 
pressure from the trail heel to the front toe that corresponds with this . I see 
people misunderstand this move by squatting down but staying on the back 
foot ?

5. Have you tested any of Mike Adam’s screens ? Where did he get them ?

6. How can you load into the ground on the way down without pushing up out of 
it ?



Chris
1. Some coaches teach going from external rotation to internal 

rotation with the right arm/shoulder is the fastest producer of 
speed.
Right arm adduction. Thoughts?

2. Is there a default fulcrum between the right and left hand on the 
handle of the club? Would bracing with the handle transfer speed?

3. Can you give a detailed presentation of transferring speed from the 
handle to the club head?


